
 

Minutes	Procedure	
Minute-taker submits draft to group within 10 days of meeting; members have 7 days to submit revisions (no 
response is treated as approval). 

If any revisions, minute-taker forwards revised draft to group within 3 days for electronic approval; members have 2 
days to respond (no response is treated as approval). 

Minute-taker submits approved minutes in Microsoft Word format to the Ministry Assistant for Programs (Doug 
Freeman, dougf@plymouth.org) upon approval. 

BOARD	OF	SPIRITUAL	FORMATION	
Meeting	Minutes	
Wednesday,	October	13,	2021	

Attendance: 

Yes No   Yes No  
■  Kristin Bottemiller (2022)  ■  Seth Patterson, Minister for Spiritual Formation and Theater 
■  Anne Cheatham (2022)   ■ Emily Moses-Thomsen (2023) 
 ■ Corbin Dillon (2021)  ■  Josh Scharback (2022) 

■  John Gisselquist (2023), Co-
Chair  ■  Johanna Schussler (2021), Co- Chair 

■  Renée Macomber (2022)   ■ Stacy Yoakiem (2021) 
■  Rebecca Smith (2021)   ■ Nina Johnson 

 

Guests 

none 

 

Opening 

Opening/check-in – Seth 
 
Question: We all know each other, who we are today. Our check in is, “If you could learn a new thing to do that you were 
just able to “download” and know it, and be able to do it, what would it be?” 
 
NOTE: Volunteers for next month’s opening/closing –Josh/Emily December 

Items:	
Committee Check-Ins (These were mostly skipped so the majority of the meeting could be dedicated to discussion of 
Sundays at 10. 
 
Spiritual Exploration 

Rebecca: debrief with one member scheduled for 11/17. 
 

Children youth and Family 
Renee: talked with Nina: Halloween update re the event held Saturday before Hallowing, about 100 parents and 
kids. Items were collected for food shelf to make up kits, feminine products, mask, sanitizer, products for adult 
incontinence. Over 500 kits assembled. Bonfire for middle schoolers and parents last Friday, 20 kids came, Nina 
said it was fabulous. Church school, numbers from this past Sunday reflect vax status of kids. 13 kids in grades 6-8 
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in church school. Ages three through grade 5, only 15 kids total. Week to week, working to figure it out, it follows 
vax status. Nina has hired staff. Advent in a box starts 11/28.  
 

Sunday Forum  
Seth: Events are largely scheduled for Jan through May, booked through April, booking up fast, almost 
all booked up. 

 
Contemplatives 

John: Contemplatives met in church; great discussion around intersection of action and contemplation. 
Climate, social justice, etc., looking to collaborate with more active groups. Where can we support and 
learn from each other? Elizabeth put together an article about it for the Flame. 

 
Library 

Josh and Seth: People are rotating periodicals, so they don’t get outdated. Also, discussion about who 
should catalog; maybe some toes were stepped on. Stacy and Alicia Gibson came up with a general plan 
for the library. Alicia was running for office, Stacy went back to school, but during that time a group of 
maybe 6 retired folks have come in to work in the library, so there was this planning duo and this large 
work group, and it was hard to know who was doing what and at whose behest. All seems to be well 
now. Library is open Wednesdays and Sundays. 

 
Clergy Update 

Seth: In-person services started on Sunday. The tent went away, and it was too hard to go to live-
streaming.  

 
Leadership Council Meeting 

Johanna: Shared from our board, shared our critical issues, primarily coordination around Sundays at 10. 
Also talked about Spiritual Exploration, that it is paused and that the function is taken over by others, to 
some extent at least. Some questions came up around “vetting.” How do we know that these things 
meet any criteria or relevance? Then there were questions about timing. If no one is managing what 
does or does not get scheduled (accepted), what’s to prevent unfortunate overlap of events. Then when 
we asked directly about whether there should be a centralized channel, people kind of said No. They 
said it’s really great that all the groups can come up with content, bubble it up, and there’s no barrier to 
them. People thought vetting would limit creativity. Biggest takeaway was that leadership knows there 
is no Spiritual Exploration. When Johanna asked what the expectations were for this BoSF, people are 
okay with our continuing journey toward a solution. There was more conversation about Spiritual 
Exploration than Sundays’ at 10.  

 
Sundays @ 10 Coordination - Johanna/all 
 
In last month’s meeting, we agreed to take on planning/coordination for Sundays at 10 as a board. 
 
Discussion Summary 

The Board of Spiritual Formation (BoSF) has been working on reimagining how events are scheduled at 
Plymouth—particularly in the 10 AM Sunday timeslot. It has become apparent that it is not widely 
understood that “Sundays at 10” is not merely a time between the services in which events of various kinds 
can be scheduled. Rather, the scheduling of events for “Sundays at 10” is the responsibility of the Board of 
Spiritual Formation. Under the Board of Spiritual Formation, two committees run events on Sundays at 10:00 
largely independently, with the BoSF available for support as needed. The two committees are Sunday Forum, 
which puts on events [can we characterize those events here?], and Children Youth and Families, which runs 
church school. In part because of the pandemic, event scheduling has become less structured, and the 
Sundays at 10 (I don’t know what to call it besides a timeslot, and since things become what we call them, we 
dare not call it a timeslot…) programming has become less structured as well. 
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In the most recent discussions of the Board of Spiritual Formation, we are considering formalizing a structure 
that that encompasses the best of what’s already going on—Sunday Forum and Church School—as well as 
two more offerings that parishioners will be able to rely on happening consistently between the services. 
Since there are already offerings for children and families via Church School and adult education in a 
lecture/presentation format via Sunday Forum, we propose adding a contemplative offering such as 
meditation and a discussion-based offering that could include salons and other discussion-based formats, 
including Text Talks (discussions of the week’s scripture led by the minister giving the sermon that week), 
which were gaining popularity before the onset of the pandemic. It has not been decided whether we would 
hold firmly to this four-format structure for the duration of 2022 or we would add a fifth format—
miscellaneous—which would allow for the inclusion of offerings that don’t fit neatly into the four existing 
formats. Given that 2022 in-person attendance at Plymouth is currently extremely hard to predict, but likely 
to remain lower than pre-pandemic attendance, four formats may provide enough variety for the relatively 
small numbers of people attending church in person. We also discussed the possibility of each of the four 
formats happening consistently in a room that remains constant, so that parishioners would always know 
what rooms in which to find a contemplation offering, a discussion offering, a lecture/presentation offering, 
and a children and family offering. 

 Johanna gave context: We’ve been talking, starting last year about the need for the Sunday’s at 10, the hour between the 
services in which there are lots of program offerings, the programs offered during that time fall under the purview of the 
BoSF. Sunday Forum and CCYF are committees of this board. We have not yet developed a process for coordinating that 
time. The board would ideate, but scheduling is pretty ad hoc. Sunday Forum and church school function well. There just is 
no formal governance of how to coordinate that time. 
 
We did several rounds to build shared understanding and begin generating ideas for how to move forward: 
 

1) What is one thing that you know about Sundays’ at 10? 
2) What has been making it so hard for us to decide what to do about how to govern Sunday’s at 10? 
3) What are the benefits to having oversight of Sundays at 10 as a whole? 
4) Is there a time at board meetings to have our board discuss monthly what would get a Yes or a No? 

Four possible configurations emerged from this discussion: 

1) BoSF could be the deciding and scheduling body for Sundays at 10. 
2) Sunday Forum could take it up as one of their functions. 
3) Form an entirely new committee, under BoSF, that takes it on. 
4) Hybrid where BoSF does it for now while we figure out what comes next. 

A few members had left by this time in the meeting; the remaining members (six voting members) did a straw poll to see 
which options had support, and we unanimously chose Option Four.   

 
Closing 
 

Renee closing question: Are there areas within our church, boards, committees, where we can say “being imperfect is a gift 
to us”? What would that mean? Plymouth has a commitment to excellent, but what would be the gifts to Plymouth if we 
could be comfortable with being in process? 
 
Some comments in response: 
If you are perfect or seek perfection, it’s hard to have a relationship. There’s a participation aspect where we have so many 
high-quality offerings at Plymouth, and we might love to hear young pianists. Is our commitment to excellence something 
that keeps us from being more expansive?  
 
Adjourn 
 

Next	Meeting	
November, 10, 6:30pm 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Rebecca Smith, secretary 


